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PREFACE

The academic reforms recommended by the UGC in the recent past have led to overall
improvement in the higher education system. The Choice Based Credit System provides a
‘cafeteria’ approach in which students can pick courses of their choice, learn at their own
pace, take up additional courses and acquire more than the required credits. The new
system helps students develop critical thinking as well as analytical ability, and makes them
job-ready.

Soft skill is an important aspect of life. It has been covered in this ‘English in Use’
book, Read and understand them, it is more important to internalise and practice them, set
goals in life, motivate yourself to follow them, develop your self-confidence, work on your
verbal and non-verbal communication skills and hone your interpersonel skills. Do not miss
even a single opportunity to implement soft skills in you, feel it, and it will make a big
difference in your personal and professional life.

The study material has been prepared to address the English language needs of
students, as to meet a variety of real-life situations. Each unit contains author’s
biography, question and answers, essays and concludes with a series of exercises to hone
language skills. It is hoped that the book will assist students in the curricular goal of self-
learning.

We would like to show our sincere gratitude and profusely thank our Principal, Sri K.
Raghu Veer Sir, for his support in making this project viable

We are grateful to our publishers M/s Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Niraj
Pandey, Managing Director; Mr. Vijay Pandey, Regional Manager; Mr. G. Anil Kumar,
Assistant Sales Manager, Hyderabad and his team, who is our inspirer and motivator to see
that the book to be released in short span of time with this good get-up.

Constructive criticism and concrete suggestions for the betterment of the book are
always welcome.

Hyderabad
January 2018 Authors
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UNIT VI

POEM:POEM:POEM:POEM: THETHETHETHE FLOWERFLOWERFLOWERFLOWER

AlfredAlfredAlfredAlfred TennysonTennysonTennysonTennyson

About the Author

Born on August 6, 1809, in Somersby, Lincolnshire, England, Alfred Lord Tennyson is one of

the most well-loved Victorian poets. Tennyson, the fourth of twelve children, showed an early talent

for writing. At the age of twelve he wrote a 6,000-line epic poem. His father, the Reverend George

Tennyson, tutored his sons in classical and modern languages. In the 1820s, however, Tennyson’s

father began to suffer frequent mental breakdowns that were exacerbated by alcoholism. One of

Tennyson’s brothers had violent quarrels with his father, a second was later confined to an insane

asylum, and another became an opium addict.

Tennyson escaped home in 1827 to attend Trinity College, Cambridge. In that same year, he and

his brother Charles published Poems by Two Brothers. Although the poems in the book were mostly

juvenilia, they attracted the attention of the “Apostles,” an undergraduate literary club led by Arthur

Hallam. The “Apostles” provided Tennyson, who was tremendously shy, with much needed

friendship and confidence as a poet. Hallam and Tennyson became the best of friends; they toured

Europe together in 1830 and again in 1832. Hallam’s sudden death in 1833 greatly affected the young

poet. The long elegy In Memoriam and many of Tennyson’s other poems are tributes to Hallam.

In 1830, Tennyson published Poems, Chiefly Lyrical and in 1832 he published a second volume

entitled simply Poems. Some reviewers condemned these books as “affected” and “obscure.”

Tennyson, stung by the reviews, would not publish another book for nine years. In 1836, he became

engaged to Emily Sellwood. When he lost his inheritance on a bad investment in 1840, Sellwood’s

family called off the engagement. In 1842, however, Tennyson’s Poems in two volumes were a

tremendous critical and popular success. In 1850, with the publication of In Memoriam, Tennyson

PoemPoemPoemPoem,,,, Prose,Prose,Prose,Prose, VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary
andandandand GrammGrammGrammGrammaaaarrrr

Poem: The Flower, Prose: The Kitemaker, Vocabulary: Commonly Confused Words

Grammar: Determiners
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became one of Britain’s most popular poets. He was selected Poet Laureate in succession to

Wordsworth. In that same year, he married Emily Sellwood. They had two sons, Hallam and Lionel.

At the age of 41, Tennyson had established himself as the most popular poet of the Victorian era.

The money from his poetry (at times exceeding 10,000 pounds per year) allowed him to purchase a

house in the country and to write in relative seclusion. His appearance is with a large beard and

regularly wore a cloak and a broad brimmed hat — enhanced his notoriety. He read his poetry with a

booming voice, often compared to that of Dylan Thomas. In 1859, Tennyson published the first

poems of Idylls of the Kings, which sold more than 10,000 copies in one month. In 1884, he accepted

a peerage, becoming Alfred Lord Tennyson. Tennyson died on October 6, 1892, and was buried in

Westminster Abbey.

Comprehension I

1. What did the people call the flower at first?

(a) This is a poem where Tennyson uses nature to say something to the readers; he uses a

“flower”, because a flower, as all living beings, has the same functions: to be born (the

process is different but similar, at the same time), to live (it is the same process

because we need to eat, in different forms), to grow and to reproduce (plants use a

“seed” (line 2), people need two people to reproduce and normally plants need two

plants to reproduce too, but there are some plants that one is enough to reproduce itself)

and to die (we both fade with time).The people called it as a weed.

2. How did they react when they saw it in the garden?

(a) People were angry and unhappy that the person had discovered something they did not.

They wandered around the invention, finally seeing how great it was for themselves,

now becoming jealous that it was him instead of them that found out this new

invention (To and fro they went Thro' my garden-bower And muttering discontent

Cursed me and my flower).

3. Did people’s curses have any effect on the growth of the flower?

(a) There is no effect of people’s curses on the growth of the flower, as it grew so tall,

beautiful and bright.

4. What happened when the plant grew tall?

(a) However, the poet proved that the invention was so good that it could not be given the

slightest of doubts. (Then it grew so tall It wore a crown of light), but at last, people

managed to steal the secret in making it (But thieves from o'er the wall Stole the seed

by night).

5. What did the thieves do with the stolen seed?

(a) Later, the people who copied it, produced it to the public (sowed it far and wide by

every town and tower). As everybody tried the new invention, they realized how good

it was (Till all the people cried ‘Splendid is the flower.'). Soon, the time came when

the secret of the invention leaked out, and many people knew how to produce the same

invention (Most can raise the flowers now, for all have got the seed.).
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6. How did the people react when the flower grew everywhere?

(a) Some people stole the seed “stole the seed by night” (line 12) and in this attempt to do

something wrong to this man and the flower, they forgot plants reproduce itself with

seeds, and the action of transporting the seed from one place to another “sowed it far

and wide by every town and tower” (lines 13-14), it becomes an action of reproduction.

Because this seed extends to all places and then, new flowers grown in all places. Now,

people are angry about it “And now again the people call it, but a weed” (lines 23-24).

7. What happened to the quality and beauty of the flower when the seed was cast everywhere?

(a) Because this seed extends to all places and then, new flowers grown in all places. Now,

people are angry about it “And now again the people call it, but a weed” (lines 23-24).

Maybe they like these flowers, but they are angry because of the fact that the plant

which they hated “the people said, a weed” (line 4) now is in all places, and they

dislike it. And it is shown in “cursed me and my flower” (line 8), the poet himself

knows that all people do not like his flower nor him.

8. How did the people view the flower when it became commonplace?

(a) At first, people did not believe him and still thought his new invention was useless,

sarcastic that the invention was good (the people said a weed). As everybody tried the

new invention, they realized how good it was (Till all the people cried ‘Splendid is the

flower.'). Soon, the time came when the secret of the invention leaked out, and many

people knew how to produce the same invention (Most can raise the flowers now, for

all have got the seed.).

Summary of the Poem

Essentially, the poet gives us an idea of how we view things that are new.

First Stanza

The poet introduces a seed, which symbolizes the birth of something new, or (to me) can be

referred to as an invention. He describes it as a rare invention (once in a golden hour) and says that it

had succeeded (up there came a flower). At first, people did not believe him and still thought his new

invention was useless, sarcastic that the invention was good (the people said, a weed).

Second Stanza

People were angry and unhappy that the person had discovered something they did not. They

wandered around the invention, finally seeing how great it was for themselves, now becoming jealous

that it was him instead of them that found out this new invention (To and fro they went Thro' my

garden-bower And muttering discontent Cursed me and my flower).

Third Stanza

However, the poet proved that the invention was so good that it could not be given the slightest

of doubts. (Then it grew so tall It wore a crown of light), but at last, people managed to steal the secret

in making it (But thieves from o'er the wall Stole the seed by night).
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Fourth Stanza

Later, the people who copied it mass produced it to the public (Sowed it far and wide By every

town and tower). As everybody tried the new invention, they realized how good it was (Till all the

people cried ‘Splendid is the flower.'). Soon, the time came when the secret of the invention leaked

out, and many people knew how to produce the same invention (Most can raise the flowers now, for

all have got the seed.).

Fifth Stanza

Everybody had and could make the invention now, until it became so common everybody now

took them for granted. (And now the people call it, but a weed.)

The Poem as a Fable

The poem by Alfred Lord Tennyson, “The Flower” is a kind of fable that the poet tells. It is like

a story that happened to the author and he tells it to the readers because he wants all people to know it,

because it was a cruel story of a man. A story that made all people don’t believe in him and his flower.

Because this poem is about a flower that all people have to see but nobody likes it, only the owner of

it. He is like a harvester because “he cast to earth a seed” (line 2) and then “Up there came a flower”

(line 3). But, I think, this is a false story that perhaps was based on a real story but with some changes. It

can be applied, in real life, on a story of a man that shows a person to a group of people or to the society

because he thinks this person has a talent and all people have to know it, but people do not believe in the

man and in his talent. Therefore, they have abandoned him from the society and one day that man

becomes very famous, but the people do not want to admit that he was right because of their pride.

It occurs in the poem too, but differently, “the people said, a weed” (line 4) and “and now again

the people call it but a weed” (lines 23-24). It demonstrates that people do not like the flower. This

fable is an irony because at the beginning people say the flower is “a weed” (line 4), but then they say

“splendid is the flower” (line 16).

It is a moral poem because the poet tries to show all people a flower, but nobody wants to see it. But

at the end they have to see it all day in all the towns because it has grown very quickly in all places.

It is an important technique, the removal of moral or ethical context poem after poem presents a

situation which seems to demand a judgment or a series of judgments and which either make secure

judgment impossible or makes contradictory judgments necessary. The greatest poems in this volume

are those which inevitably project a moral or social dilemma without suggesting the means for solving

that dilemma; they work equally hard to bring forth and to render doubtful our judgments and our

decisive responses. They not only present, but engender an ironic position. He is even willing to allow

his characters to escape in order to build walls around the reader. (Alfred Tennyson; a literary life).

Some people stole the seed “stole the seed by night” (line 12) and in this attempt to do something

wrong to this man and the flower, they forgot plants reproduce itself with seeds, and the action of

transporting the seed from one place to another “sowed it far and wide by every town and tower” (lines

13-14), it becomes an action of reproduction. Because this seed extends to all places and then, new

flowers grown in all places. Now, people are angry about it “And now again the people call it, but a

weed” (lines 23-24). Maybe they like these flowers, but they are angry because of the fact that the plant

which they hated “the people said, a weed” (line 4) now is in all places, and they dislike it. And it is
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shown in “cursed me and my flower” (line 8), the poet himself knows that all people do not like his

flower nor him. Alfred Lord Tennyson belongs to the period of the long reign of Victoria of England,

between 1837 and 1901. The end of the 19th century sees an optimistic and self-confident man that

dominates the World and Nature with a technical and scientific knowledge. (La Inglaterra Victoriana)

It is a contrast to the expansion of the flower because it demonstrates that people do not know about

how a flower can be expanded. And in Europeans, Americans and Japanese, the most industrialized

regions, rush to the conquest of new towns and territories where they can get the raw material and sell

their products, at the same time that they began to play to win the universal supremacy. This is a time of

uncertainty of social stability. So the quality of life, in general, is at a high level, but the improvements do

not catch up with all people, nor is it made equally. (La Inglaterra Victoriana)

It can be shown in the poem when people oppose the flower too.

The author uses a metaphor in the sentence “Once in a golden hour...” (Line 1), it is the

beginning of a story; maybe because he says it is a fable. But an hour cannot be golden, so the poet

gives to an abstract thing (an hour) a characteristic of a concrete thing (to be golden), and this is a

metaphor. And the rhythm of the poem is: (a, b; a, b) in “hour” (line 1) and “flower” (line 3); and

“seed” (line 2) and “weed” (line 4).

This is a poem where Tennyson uses nature to say something to the readers; he uses a “flower”,

because a flower, as all living beings, has the same functions: to be born (the process is different but

similar, at the same time), to live (it is the same process because we need to eat, in different forms), to

grow and to reproduce (plants use a “seed” (line 2), people need two people to reproduce and

normally plants need two plants to reproduce too, but there are some plants that one is enough to

reproduce itself) and to die (we both fade with time).

The poem comments on how people react to something new and original. To begin with people

is unsure and apprehensive and they reject the unfamiliar as worthless and harmful. But they are also

curious and envious and they want to adapt the new. After a while, when the new is adopted widely

and assimilated into the old, it loses its novelty and becomes commonplace. Once again, people lose

interest in it and abandon it as useless. The poem suggests that we should have the courage of our

convictions and should act in accordance with our beliefs, unmindful of praise or criticism.
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PROSE:PROSE:PROSE:PROSE: THETHETHETHE KITEMAKERKITEMAKERKITEMAKERKITEMAKER

RuskinRuskinRuskinRuskin BondBondBondBond

About the author

Ruskin Bond is considered as one of the greatest Indian authors of the English language. His

wide array of short stories, novels, essays, poems, travelogues, and articles in newspapers and

magazines have inspired many an aspiring writers for the past six decades. Best known as a children’s

story writer, Ruskin Bond has dabbled in a variety of genres, from ghost stories to ‘odes to nature’ to

unrequited love stories. His writing career brought him fame, honors and a number of awards,

including the Sahitya Academy Award (1992), Padma Shri (1991), Padma Bhushan (2014).

Ruskin Bond’s Life and Times

Born to Anglo-Indian parents, Aubrey Alexander Bond and Edith Dorothy Clerke, on 19 May

1934 in Kasauli, Ruskin Bond had a less than normal childhood as other Anglo-Indian kids of his age.

By the age of ten, Bond had experienced living with princes and princesses in Jamnagar (Gujarat),

studying in a boarding school in Dehradun, watching his parents separated and divorced, and finding

out about his father's death, while he was in school. All these experiences influenced his stories

throughout his life. His most loved childhood experiences stem from his father’s nurturing affection,

his motherly ayah, his gardener named Dukhi, and the thousands of books he read. The first book he

ever read was Alice in Wonderland, which still remains his favorite. Other preferred authors included

Rudyard Kipling, Charles Dickens, Emily Bronte, Graham Greene, and Agatha Christie. All the

incidents collectively marked a significant impression on Bond’s young mind.

Ruskin Bond was well known in his school, Bishop Cotton School in Shimla, as a great debater,

athlete, and writer. Even though, he was an average student in terms of academics, his writing talent

was recognized as early as 1948, when he won the Anderson Essay Prize. He won the same award for

three consecutive years, the only student to do so in the history of the school. His name is in fact,

inscribed in the literary and academic Hall of Fame of the school. Apart from writing, Bond also won

several trophies for his goalkeeping prowess in the school’s football team.

After completing his schooling, Bond went to England for further education. It was there that he

completed and published his first novel, The Room on the Roof. This won him the John Llewelyn

Rhys Memorial Prize (1957).

Bond spent four years in England, but his heart was back in India, where he was born and had

spent some of his dearest days. He decided to return. According to him, he felt more comfortable

around “peepal trees” on the slopes than “apple orchards” on the countryside, and he was more

attracted to a life with the Indian masses, than the sophistication of British citizens. In his essay, On

Being an Indian, he describes his relationship with India as one with “history” and not with “race” or

“religion”.

The Author and his Writing Influences

Ruskin Bond in the past six decades of his writing career has more than 500 published works in

his name. Many of his stories were initially published in newspapers and magazines. He is also one of

the few authors in India, whose stories are compiled and re-compiled into anthologies and collections.

Many of his stories are part of the school syllabus. Once, when he was asked how he reacted when
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children came and told him that they read his stories in their textbooks, he jokingly replied he would

apologize to them!

His most renowned works include the following:

� Short story collections like Our Trees Still Grow in Dehra, Time Stops at Shamli, Funny

Side Up, A Town Called Dehra, The Night Train at Deoli, and The Adventures of Rusty.

� Novels like The Blue Umbrella, Delhi is Not Far, Vagrants in the Valley, Once Upon a

Monsoon Time, A Flight of Pigeons, and Roads to Mussourie.

� Autobiographical works like Scenes from a Writer’s Life and A Lamp is Lit.

� Ghost stories like A Season of Ghosts and Ghost Stories from the Raj.

� Poems like Lone Fox Dancing, It Isn’t Time That’s Passing, and To Live in Magic.

Ruskin’s Bond’s stories have also been adapted into films. Some of the famous films based on

his works are, Junoon (based on A Flight of Pigeons) by Shyam Benegal, Saath Khoon Maaf (based

on Susanna’s Seven Husbands) and The Blue Umbrella (based on a book with the same title) both by

Vishal Bhardwaj. Bond, in fact collaborated with Bhardwaj in the making of The Blue Umbrella.

Most of Bond’s work is believed to be semi-autobiographical. Many of his protagonists’ mothers

were estranged, fathers were loved, and the gardeners were modelled like Dukhi. The animals and

natural elements mentioned are based on the Himalayan flora and fauna he saw in his lifetime. The

themes of his writings show inspirations from his friendships and relationships with the locals, and his

favorite town – Dehradun, which he lovingly calls Dehra.

In an interview, Bond expressed his life’s mantra, thus, “[L]ife is fleeting. So one should seize

the moment and get as much true enjoyment out of living, out of friendships, loving relationships, out

of things that give you pleasure, whether it is books or films or any form of mentally stimulating

satisfaction.”

Comprehension – I

1. What was Mehmood doing when Ali woke him up?

(a) The boy, barefoot and clad only in a torn shirt, ran along the cobbled stones of the

narrow street, where his grandfather sat nodding dreamily in the sunshine of their back

courtyard.When Ali shouted that his kite has gone, the old man woke from his

daydream with a start and, raising his head, displayed a beard that would have been

white had it not been dyed red with mehendi leaves.

2. What did Mehmood do when Ali lost his kite?

(a) Mehmood felt sorry that he did not teach Ali how to fly a kite properly. He made a

new kite from bamboo paper and thin silk, it lay in the sun, firming up. It was a pale

pink kite, with a small green tail. The old man handed it to Ali and the boy raised

himself on his toes and kissed his grandfather’s hollowed-out cheek.

3. Why do so few people buy kites these days?

(a) Not many people bought kites these days. Adults disdained them and children

preferred to spend their money at the cinema. Moreover, There were not many open

spaces left over for flying the kites. The city had swallowed up the open grassland that

had stretched from the old fort’s walls to the river bank.
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4. What were the various things that people did when they flew kites in the past?

(a) Mehmood remembered a time when grown men flew kites and great battles were

fought, the kites swerving and swooping in the sky, tangling with each other until the

string of one was severed. Then the defeated, but liberated kite would float away into

the blue unknown. There was a good deal of betting and money frequently changed

hands.

5. What was the name of the special kite that Mehmood made at the request of the Nawab?

What happened to it?

(a) Kite flying was then the sport of kings and the old man remembered how the Nawab

himself would come down to the riverside with his entourage to participate in this

noble past time.

Mehmood, the kite-maker, led his life as a well known person in the city. At the

request of Nawab, he had once made a very special kind of kite known as ‘Dragon

Kite’and word went around that it possessed supernatural powers.

At the first attempt it refused to leave the ground. The disks made a plaintive,

protesting sound and the sun was trapped in the little mirrors, making the kite a living,

complaining creature. Then the wind came from the right direction and the Dragon

Kite soared into the sky, wriggling higher and higher. The sons of Mehmood helped

the Nawab to pull the kite sailing on heavenward until it lost its view. He did not make

another like it. Instead, he presented to the Nawab a musical kite, one that made a

sound like a violin when it rose in the air.

6. How many sons does Mehmood have? Where are they?

(a) Mehmood has two sons: one was working in a local garage and the other, who was in

Pakistan at the time of partition, had not been able to rejoin his relatives.

7. Which two trees are Mehmood and Ali compared to? Is the comparison appropriate?

(a) Mehmood was like the banyan, his hands gnarled and twisted like the roots of the ancient

tree. Ali was like the young mimosa, planted at the end of the courtyard. In two years,

both he and the tree would acquire the strength and confidence of their early youth.

There is a great affinity between men and trees. We grow at much the same pace, if we

are not hurt or starved or cut down, In our youth we are resplendent creatures and in

our declining years we stoop a little, we remember, we stretch our brittle limbs in the

sun and then with a sigh, we shed our last leaves.

8. What does Mehmood dream of and what is it compared to?

(a) As the voices in the street grew fainter and Mehmood wondered if he was going to fall

asleep and dream, as he so often did, of a kite so beautiful and powerful that it would

resemble the great white bird of the Hindus — Garuda, God Vishnu’s famous steed.

He would like to make a wonderful kite for Ali, as he had nothing else to leave the boy.

9. What did Ali find when he came asking about his mother?

(a) Ali was at the courtyard door, asking if his mother had as yet returned from the bazaar.

When Mehmood did not answer, the boy came forward repeating his question. The

sunlight was slanting across the old man’s head and a small butterfly rested on his

flowing beard. Mehmood was silent; when Ali put his small brown hand on the old

man’s shoulder, he met with no response. The boy heard a faint sound like the rubbing

of marbles in his pocket.
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10. What happens to the kite at the very end of the story? How is the ending related to the

beginning of the story?

(a) The boy heard a faint sound, like the rubbing of marbles, in his pocket. Suddenly afraid,

Ali returns to the banyan tree and sees his grandfather, whose eyes are closed. There is

a little white butterfly resting on his beard. Ali tries to wake Mehmood, but can’t.

Frightened, he runs away, calling for help from his mother. The butterfly flies from

Mehmood’s beard to the mimosa tree, and Ali’s kite suddenly takes flight and

disappears into the sky. Bond uses nature imagery as symbols, with an old, gnarled

banyan tree standing in for the old man, while a young, spry mimosa tree represents

the vitality of the grandson.

Summary of the Story

The Kitemaker is a moving story of Ruskin Bond. The story begins with Mehmood’s grandson

Ali, bringing his grandfather, the old kite maker out of his reverie as the boy’s kite gets stuck in the

branches of the ancient banyan tree. As he sees his grandchild learning to play with the kite, old

Mehmood retrospects about his good old days and laments the loss of ‘the self’ in the tide of ‘swiftly

changing’ culture of modern Indian society. Daydreaming under the old banyan tree, he reminiscences

his past when he was a revered ‘kitemaker’ in his city and the art of kite flying was the sports of the

kings, “Kite-flying was then the sport of kings, and the old man remembered how the Nawab himself

would come down to the riverside with his retinue to participate in this noble pastime.” Those days of

leisure and gay are gone as men today, caught in the whirlpool of sweeping time, had no time and

interest for such pastimes like kite flying. Even the children liked to spend their money in cinema.

Moving with the ‘sweating mass of humanity’ the city has lost all grace and the ‘gali’ no more has

any open fields left for flying kites but only narrow lanes and jeopardized cement structures. The

indifferent attitude of his neighbours shows the decadence of culture and humanity in their run for the

money. That his kite shop is taken by a junk dealer further signifies it.

But like the old banyan tree, Memhood is old and fixed in his life. Both cannot move from the

boundary within which they grew and thus cannot find their significance in the modern ‘competitive

world’– ‘Both were taken for granted — permanent fixtures that were of no concern to the raucous,

sweating mass of humanity that surrounded them.’ Mehmood, therefore, associates himself with the

great banyan tree as he apprehends the underlying relationship between man and nature. Mehmood,

old and fragile is like the ancient tree shedding its last few leaves while his grandson Ali, budding

with new life is like a mimosa plant. Thus, as Mehmood sleeps into his last daydream he finds hope in

his grandson Ali and dreams of making him a beautiful kite that “would resemble the great white bird

of the Hindus—Garuda, God Vishnu’s famous steed.” The ‘Garuda’ imagery brings intensity and

pace in the story as we not only see Mehmood sweeping into his beautiful old world along with it and

free him forever from all the indifference of modern decadent world, but the readers are left to believe

it as a as a ray of hope for the young generation to tear themselves out of the ‘sweating mass’ like the

kite in the banyan tree.

Lifestyle of the people in the past as depicted in the story ‘The Kitemaker’

The Kite Maker is a short story by British-Indian author Ruskin Bond. In this story, an old man

in rural India contemplates on how the world has changed while his grandson flies a kite nearby. Bond
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uses nature imagery as symbols, with an old, gnarled banyan tree standing in for the old man, while a

young, spry mimosa tree represents the vitality of the grandson.

Ali, a young Indian boy, plays with a kite as his grandfather, Mehmood, rests under an old

banyan tree, the only tree on the street. Ali’s kite gets caught in the tree’s branches, and he asks his

grandfather for help. Mehmood is too old to retrieve the kite or teach Ali to fly it properly, but he

makes him another kite. Ali promises not to lose this one, and goes off to fly it.

Mehmood sits under the banyan tree and thinks of his former profession as a master kite maker.

In the old days, he remembers, grown men happily flew kites. There was more open space then, and

less hustle and bustle of the town. Men would compete against each other and bet on the outcome.

Even the Nawab, the local village chieftain, would come to watch. When he was a kite maker,

Mehmood had been known and revered for his skill. Once, he had built a spectacular kite for the

Nawab, one that looked like a dragon in the air. That kite was too difficult for even Mehmood to fly,

so he made the Nawab a prettier, easier one.

Mehmood muses on just how much has changed since then. The nawab is dead, and his descendants

are ordinary people, just like Mehmood. He no longer has a patron, and none of his neighbors know him.

The pace of life has changed, and those living in his village are busy and harried. One of Mehmood’s sons

works in a local garage, and the other is stuck in Pakistan. When India and Pakistan were made into two

separate countries, he was on the wrong side of the border and could not come home.

Mehmood is grateful that his other son lives nearby, as it gives him an opportunity to see Ali, his

only grandson, grow up. He enjoys watching Ali play. Ali, he thinks, is like the mimosa sapling at the

edge of the courtyard. They are young, and will grow up tall and strong. Mehmood is like the banyan

tree he sits beneath. Both are old, stooped, their bones and branches twisted.

Mehmood feels growing tired and wonders if he’ll dream of the kite he wants to make, one that

looks like a giant white bird. He should have something to leave Ali, he thinks. He hears Ali calling

him, but the boy’s voice sounds faint and far away. Ali returns to the banyan tree and sees his

grandfather, whose eyes are closed. There is a little white butterfly resting on his beard. Ali tries to

wake Mehmood, but can’t. Frightened, he runs away, calling for help from his mother. The butterfly

flies from Mehmood’s beard to the mimosa tree, and Ali’s kite suddenly takes flight and disappears

into the sky.
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VOCABULARYVOCABULARYVOCABULARYVOCABULARY:::: COMMONLYCOMMONLYCOMMONLYCOMMONLY CONFUSEDCONFUSEDCONFUSEDCONFUSED WORDSWORDSWORDSWORDS

English has a lot of commonly confused words. They look alike, sound alike or, worst of all,

look and sound alike but have completely different meanings. Other words look and sound different,

but are similar in meaning, and it’s hard to determine which the correct one in a given context is.

Hopefully the following list of pairs of commonly confused words will help you keep them

straightened out.

Confusable words Meanings

accept

except

to agree to receive or do

not including

adverse

averse

unfavorable, harmful

strongly disliking; opposed

advice

advise

recommendations about what to do

to recommend something

affect

effect

to change or make a difference to

a result; to bring about a result

aisle

isle

a passage between rows of seats

an island

all together

altogether

all in one place, all at once

completely; on the whole

along

a long

moving or extending horizontally on

referring to something of great length

aloud

allowed

out loud

permitted

altar

alter

a sacred table in a church

to change

amoral

immoral

not concerned with right or wrong

not following accepted moral standards

appraise

apprise

to assess

to inform someone

assent

ascent

agreement, approval

the action of rising or climbing up

aural

oral

relating to the ears or hearing

relating to the mouth; spoken

balmy

barmy

Pleasantly warm

foolish, crazy

bare

bear

naked; to uncover

to carry; to put up with

bated

baited

in phrase 'with bated breath', i.e., in great suspense

with bait attached or inserted

bazaar

bizarre

a Middle Eastern market

strange
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berth

birth

a bunk in a ship, train, etc.

the emergence of a baby from the womb

born

borne

having started life

carried

bough

bow

a branch of a tree

to bend the head; the front of a ship

brake

break

a device for stopping a vehicle; to stop a vehicle

to separate into pieces; a pause

breach

breech

to break through, or break a rule; a gap

the back part of a gun barrel

broach

brooch

to raise a subject for discussion

a piece of jewellery

canvas

canvass

a type of strong cloth

to seek people’s votes

censure

censor

to criticize strongly

to ban parts of a book or film; a person who does this

cereal

serial

a grass producing an edible grain; a breakfast food made from grains

happening in a series

chord

cord

a group of musical notes

a length of string; a cord-like body part

climactic

climatic

forming a climax

relating to climate

coarse

course

rough

a direction; a school subject; part of a meal

complacent

complaisant

smug and self-satisfied

willing to please

complement

compliment

to add to so as to improve; an addition that improves something

to praise or express approval; an admiring remark

council

counsel

a group of people who manage or advise

advice; to advise

cue

queue

a signal for action; a wooden rod

a line of people or vehicles

curb

kerb

to keep something in check; a control or limit

(in British English) the stone edge of a pavement

currant

current

a dried grape

happening now; a flow of water, air, or electricity

defuse

diffuse

to make a situation less tense

to spread over a wide area

desert

dessert

a waterless, empty area; to abandon someone

the sweet course of a meal

discreet

discrete

careful not to attract attention

separate and distinct

disinterested

uninterested

impartial

not interested
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draught

draft

a current of air

a first version of a piece of writing

draw

drawer

an even score at the end of a game

a sliding storage compartment

dual

duel

having two parts

a fight or contest between two people

elicit

illicit

to draw out a reply or reaction

not allowed by law or rules

ensure

insure

to make certain that something will happen

to provide compensation if a person dies or property is damaged

envelop

envelope

to cover or surround

a paper container for a letter

exercise

exorcise

physical activity; to do physical activity

to drive out an evil spirit

fawn

faun

a young deer; light brown

a mythical being, part man, part goat

flaunt

flout

to display ostentatiously

to disregard a rule

flounder

founder

to move clumsily; to have difficulty doing something

to fail

forbear

forebear

to refrain

an ancestor

foreword

forward

an introduction to a book

onwards, ahead

freeze

frieze

to turn to ice

a decoration along a wall

grisly

grizzly

gruesome, revolting

a type of bear

hoard

horde

a store

a large crowd of people

imply

infer

to suggest indirectly

to draw a conclusion

loath

loathe

reluctant, unwilling

to hate

loose

lose

to unfasten; to set free

to be deprived of; to be unable to find

meter

metre

a measuring device

a metric unit; rhythm in verse

militate

mitigate

to be a powerful factor against

to make less severe
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palate

palette

the roof of the mouth

a board for mixing colours

pedal

peddle

a foot-operated lever

to sell goods

pole

poll

a long, slender piece of wood

voting in an election

pour

pore

to flow or cause to flow

a tiny opening; to study something closely

practice

practise

the use of an idea or method; the work or business of a doctor, dentist, etc.

to do something repeatedly to gain skill; to do something regularly

prescribe

proscribe

to authorize use of medicine; to order authoritatively

to officially forbid something

principal

principle

most important; the head of a school

a fundamental rule or belief

skeptic

septic

a person inclined to doubt

infected with bacteria

sight

site

the ability to see

a location

stationary

stationery

not moving

writing materials

storey

story

a level of a building

a tale or account

titillate

titivate

to arouse interest

to make more attractive

tortuous

torturous

full of twists; complex

full of pain or suffering

wreath

wreathe

a ring-shaped arrangement of flowers etc.

to surround or encircle

yoke

yolk

a wooden crosspiece for harnessing a pair of oxen

the yellow center of an egg

Exercise I

Fill in the Blanks with the Correct Alternative.

1. You have made _______________ (less/fewer) mistakes this time.

2. The sun _______________ (raises/rises) in the east.

3. The park is _______________(buy/by/bye) the lake.

4. The scheme has lost _______________ (it’s/its) purpose.

5. What is the _______________ (principal/principle) objective of your research?

6. A tie is a perfect _______________ (compliment/complement) to a suit.

7. Practice well, so that you don’t _______________ (loose/lose) the match.

8. Most drugs have side _______________ (affects/effects).

9. _______________ (A little/little) knowledge is a dangerous thing.

10. An introduction should _______________ (precede/proceed) the presentation.

11. The captain’s decision met with much _______________(dissent/descent/decent).
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12. The violent child was taken to a _______________ (councilor/counsellor).

13. The case needs _______________ (further/farther) investigation.

14. I liked the _______________ (later/latter/letter) part of the film.

15. Every student should have _______________ (axis/access/excess).

Ans: 1. fewer, 2. rises, 3. by, 4. its, 5. principal, 6. complement, 7. lose, 8. effect, 9. A little,

10. precede, 11. decent, 12. councilor, 13. further, 14. later, 15. access

Exercise II

Fill in the Blanks by Choosing the Correct word from the Box.

Accept except lead led historic

historical Formally formerly already all ready

quite quiet

1. Before the bell rang, the students were _______________ to go home.

2. Chennai was _______________ known as Madras.

3. He discovered some _______________ records during his research.

4. I don’t think he will _______________ the invitation.

5. I have _______________ eaten. So I am not hungry now.

6. I like all books _______________ the badly written ones.

7. Now you can find pencils without _______________.

8. The exercise is _______________ easy.

9. The signing of the peace treaty was a _______________ event.

10. Writers need a _______________ place to write.

11. Gurgaon was _______________ renamed Guru gram in 2016.

12. The captain ______________ from the front.

Ans: 1. all ready, 2. formerly, 3. historical, 4. accept, 5. already, 6. except, 7. lead, 8. Quite, 9. historic,

10. quiet, 11. formally, 12. led

Exercise III

Directions: Underline the Correct Word.

1. (Who, Whom) is going to the party?

2. I need to make (fewer, less) mistakes.

3. I want to go, (two, to, too).

4. Put the box over (their, there, they’re).

5. She (lead, led) the children in a song.

6. (Can, May) I have another cookie?

7. Give the present to (I, me).

8. I need (your, you’re) telephone number.

9. The toy has lost (its, it’s) batteries.

10. The park is (by, buy, bye) the lake.

11. I am going (two, to, too) the show.

12. (Their, There, They’re) going to be here soon.

13. Are you talking to (I, me)?

14. (Who, Whom) should I say is calling?

15. I want to put (fewer, less) sugar in my tea.
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16. (Its, It’s) time to go.

17. (Your, You’re) going to be late.

18. I know you (can, may) do it all by yourself.

19. That is made of (lead, led).

20. We need to (by, buy, bye) some milk.

Ans: 1. Who, 2. fewer, 3. too, 4. there, 5. led, 6. May, 7. me, 8. your, 9. its, 10. by, 11. to 12. They’re,

13. me, 14. Whom, 15. less, 16. It’s, 17. You’re, 18. can, 19. lead, 20. buy,

Exercise IV

Directions: Underline the Correct Word.

1. The school (principal, principle) came in to the room.

2. My pants are too (lose, loose).

3. We went before the teen (council, counsel).

4. The (capital, capitol) of Colorado is Denver.

5. I like all (accept, except) the blue one.

6. This is a (stationary, stationery) bike.

7. I would like to (precede, proceed) with my story.

8. It was a steep (descent, dissent) into the cave.

9. Most drugs have side (affects, effects).

10. Warm bread (compliments, complements) any meal.

11. I practice so I won’t (lose, loose) the game.

12. The Senate was in session at the (capital, capitol) today.

13. My daughter likes purple (stationary, stationery).

14. The government’s decision met with much (descent, dissent).

15. Everybody likes to receive (compliments, complements).

16. Voting can help (affect, effect) change.

17. You should always stand by your (principals, principles).

18. He will (council, counsel) me to help me make the right decision.

19. She was happy to (accept, except) her award.

20. A joke should (precede, proceed) your speech.

Ans: 1. principal, 2. loose, 3. council, 4. capital, 5. except, 6. stationary, 7. proceed, 8. descent, 9. effects,

10. complements, 11. lose, 12. capitol, 13. stationery, 14. dissent, 15. compliments, 16. affect,

17. principles, 18. counsel, 19. accept, 20. precede
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GRAMMARGRAMMARGRAMMARGRAMMAR:::: DETERMINERSDETERMINERSDETERMINERSDETERMINERS

In the midst of all the nouns, pronouns, adjectives and articles a student is expected to learn, the

determiner is often left by the wayside, untaught or taught incorrectly. The determiner is an important

noun modifier which provides introduces and provides context to a noun, often in terms of quantity

and possession. Determiners in English precedes a noun or noun phrase and includes articles,

demonstratives, quantifiers and possessives.

Determiners in English

There are many different determiners in the English language.

Articles

Articles are among the most common of the determiners. A, an, and the all express the

definiteness and specificity of a noun.

For example, “the” is a definite article, meaning the person using the word is referring to a

specific one. On the other hand, “a” or “an” are indefinite articles.

� The dog is barking too loudly.

� A student returned the book.

Demonstratives

Demonstratives, such as this, that, these and those, require a frame of reference in which an

individual can point out the entities referred to by a speaker or a writer.

� Do you want this piece of chicken?

� I don't want to go to that movie.

Quantifiers

Quantifiers, such as all, few, and many, point out how much or how little of something are being

indicated.

� He took all the books.

� Few of the children wanted to go to the zoo.

Possessives

When referring to an entity that belongs to another, you can use possessives. My, your, their, and

its are a few examples.

� Is this your car?

� The dog growled and showed its teeth.

There are many other types of determiners. For instance, cardinal numbers, the numbers that are

written out in English, are also included in the class of determiners. Determiners are generally split

into two groups—definite determiners and indefinite determiners.
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Function of Determiners

A determiner can take on a number of different meanings and roles in a sentence. The

determiner is used in every case to clarify the noun.

They may be used to demonstrate or define something or someone.

Quantifiers state how much of a thing, in number or expression.

A determiner is used to show that the noun indicated is a specific one (that one), not an

unspecific one (any).

� They may also state the differences between nouns.

While determiners may have a number of other functions, most of them are related to these two

key areas. The list of determiners only numbers about 50 words, and all of these words are commonly

used by most individuals. Determiners are not difficult to get the grasp of when contrasted with

adjectives, and do not take too long for native English speakers to grasp. After all, how many times

have you had trouble deciding whether to say “the” or “a”?

Determining Determiners

How should you choose which determiner to use? For those who were raised speaking the

English language, determining the determiner to use is second nature, since determiners are so often

used in front of nouns.

Like the basic parts of speech, determiners are so ingrained into the English language that using

them is simple. The same goes for most Indo-European languages (for instance, Romance languages

such as Spanish and the Germanic languages such as German).

However, the languages of other countries may not use determiners, or may have sets of very

different rules than the English language does. For these individuals, learning how and where to use

determiners can be rather difficult.

Determiners and Adjectives

Until recently, many determiners were simply lumped into the category of “adjectives,” which

works for some but certainly not for all.

� Adjectives have primarily three functions: they modify noun phrases, or complement the

object or subject of a sentence.

� The function of a determiner is to express proximity, relationship, quantity, and definiteness.

Determiners are not gradable as are adjectives. For example, a person may be angry, but not

angrier, or the angriest. A person cannot be “her-est.” or “the-est.”

Determiners are usually necessary (or obligatory) in a sentence, whereas adjectives are not.

Adjectives, unlike determiners, cannot have corresponding pronouns.

Adjectives and determiners are distinct from one another and cannot simply be lumped into the

same category.
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Functions of Determiners

1. The determiners are used in every case to clarify the noun.

2. Adjectives, unlike determiners, cannot have corresponding pronouns.

3. Determiners may be used to demonstrate or define something or someone.

4. Determiners may state the differences between nouns.

5. The function of a determiner is to express proximity, relationship, quantity, and definiteness.

DETERMINERS For

Countables Noun Uncountables Noun Countables Noun and Uncountables Noun

a few a little a lot of

Many much Plenty of

a small number of a small amount of some

a large number of a large amount any

Exercise I

Fill in the Blanks with the Appropriate Determiner

1. I have very ______________ (few/little) money left in my bank account.

2. The government has to spend ______________ (many/more) time on implementing the schemes.

3. My mother sent me to buy ______________(some/little) rice.

4. Stephen Hawking wrote ______________(a/the) book A Brief History of Time in 1988.

5. I can speak English ______________(a few/a little) but not very fluently.

6. Please give me ______________(any/some) more coffee.

7. The students didn’t pay ______________(little/much) attention to the lecture.

8. Can’t you see ______________(that/this) book, it’s right here!

9. I have been reading for ______________ (much/many) hours now, and I am still on the first chapter.

10. Give me ______________ (few/a few) pencils to colour this picture.

Ans: 1. little, 2. more, 3. some, 4. a, 5. a little, 6.some, 7. much, 8. this, 9. many, 10. few

Exercise II

Identify and Correct the Mistakes in the use of Determiners

1. How many free time does he have for social work?

2. She never makes much mistakes in grammar.

3. I gave her an advice.

4. She found several informations on the internet.

5. India is facing much challenges.

6. He bought notebook at the book store.

7. My brother went to the supermarket to pick up some few things.

8. Every day I drink glass of milk.

9. Do you often get this headaches?

10. An education is important for economic security.

Ans:

1. How much free time does he have for social work?

2. She never makes many mistakes in grammar.
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3. I gave her advice.

4. She found several information on the internet.

5. India is facing many challenges/ India is facing much challenge.

6. He bought a note1. book at the book store.

7. My brother went to the supermarket to pick up few things/My brother went to the supermarket to pick

up some things.

8. Everyday I drink a glass of milk.

9. Do you often get this headache?

10. Education is important for economic security.

Exercise III

Fill in the Blanks by Choosing the Correct Determiner from the Box.

Little much whose both a Every

some the any few

1. How ______________homework have completed?

2. I need to finish ______________ English essay that I started in the morning.

3. My friend took ______________ small gift for the child in the orphanage.

4. My sister rarely drinks ______________coffee.

5. When you are driving, it is advisable to carry ______________cash in your wallet.

6. ______________ candidate must carry the identity card.

7. The street looks deserted. There are ______________ people around.

8. Excuse me, ______________ pencil is this?

9. He has two sisters. ______________ sisters like playing basketball.

10. I have ______________ time for sports.

Ans: 1. much, 2. the, 3. a, 4. any, 5. some, 6. every, 7. few, 8. whose, 9. both, 10. little

Exercise IV

1. How ______________money did they steal?

(a) a little (b) Few (c) Much (d) Many

2. A______________ of elephants destroyed the plants.

(a) Litter (b) Troop (c) Pack (d) Herd

3. On Sundays there is not ______________ traffic along this road.

(a) Many (b) Much (c) Few (d) Several

4. I gave her a ______________of flowers.

(a) Bouquet (b) Suit (c) Forest (d) Cluster

5. How ______________ books did you buy?

(a) Much (b) Few (c) Many (d) Some

6. He has spilt ______________ ink on his clothes.

(a) Many (b) Few (c) Any (d) a little

7. A ______________ of spectators cheered the players.

(a) Staff (b) Crowd (c) Mob (d) Team

8. There is too ______________ sugar in that drink.

(a) Much (b) Many (c) Few (d) a little
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9. It rained heavily. Only ______________ children came to school.

(a) Much (b) Many (c) a few (d) a little

10. A flock of ______________ crossed the country road.

(a) Flies (b) Sheep (c) Lions (d) Wolves

Ans: 1. Much, 2. Herd, 3. Much, 4. Bouquet, 5. Many, 6. A little, 7. Crowd, 8. Much, 9. A few, 10. Sheep
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